Arizona Navigable Stream Adjudication Commission
1700 W. Washington Street, Room B-54
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Dear Commissioners,

It has come to my attention that there will be a hearing about the rights to navigate the Salt River, and that the State will be determining whether or not the State holds title to the streambeds. The State should TOTALLY hold title to the streambeds, because STREAMBEDS.

Without the streambeds, where is the stream supposed to go? And streams feed lakes. Streams and lakes are a critical part of the hydrologic cycle (illustrated in the center of this page).

You might already know, but it starts

... with EMANCIPATION, which is when the little watery bits are freed from the confines of a lake or STREAMBED. Then they become one with the atmosphere, until the air hates them, which is called CONDEMNATION, at which point the water droplets cloister together in the form of clouds. Then, like the pilgrims facing religious persecution, they decide to all PARTICIPATE together and return back to the land, and the cycle starts all over again (probably when God steps HARD on its kickstarter).

So, sorry about digressing a bit like that, but I really like sciencing.

I keep a picture of Bill Nye in my wallet.

As you know, Halloween is this Friday, and I'm thinking of dressing up as Congressperson Kristyn Sinema. Now THAT will be scary!

So, I'd like this letter to be included in the upcoming hearing, so my voice will make a DIFFERENCE. America!

Defend our State's STREAMBEDS,
Scott Lamber, right handed

X0D6

P.S. - "Lampshade" is the only word in the English language that can't be translated into Polish.